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Messoge....

II
I am very hnppy Lo see that Nrrmala Callege of Fhanmacy is bringing

out a rnagazine 'NOVL.!$'. Ecjucation doesn't mean simply gathering
informatinn but ir should mean overall fnrmabion nf a personality and
culture. lv{agazlne noC only help the students ter showcase their pntentials
buL also it improves their organizational ability. IL also sorvas as an annual
evaiuation of their activities.
The Fhanrnaey educatrnn plays a pivntal rr:ie in the field r:f health care in our
counery and I am nnnfldent that our students can shoulder any
responsibiliries in Lhis ci:anEinE scenaric of pharrxacy education as well as
inCustry" Thn studer:ts shoL,id attain deep knnwledge in designing,
irnplernenLing, conducLing and evaluating resnarch on drugs and patients in
specrfic ar"eas of their interest,
I congralulate the ream of sLudsnts, staff and the prine ipal fnr bringing out
the college fVlagazine for release. I rake this oppnrtunity to record my
sincere Lhanks tn the editorial boand and all who have cnntributed one way
or othen

Fn Jose Pulloppiliil

Administrator



FBOM OUR PRINCIPAL'S DESK

he profession of pharmacy demands a lot of dedication as it is directly

concerned with life saving activities. lt is very important that a pharmacist is

an "all-rounder", with deep knowledge of medicines and a mature and

pleasing personality to be of help to the ailing persons who is in need of his/her

services. Extracurricular activities play a major role in moulding a student to be

good individuals. Being confined to the four walls of classrooms and labs will only

deteriorate a student's potentials and capabilities as the old saying goes "Allwork

and no play makes Jack a dull boy." lt is therefore important for any educational

institution to give sufficient opportunities for the overall development of the

students.

I hope this magazine will be an effective medium for developing the literary

talents of our students. Let me congratulate all those who have contributed to the

success of this magazine. I assume that it will be a source of entertainment and

enlightenment for all its readers. Let it be an instrument of inspiration for many

generations to come.

Prof. John Joseph
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"When you have dreams in your eyes you are alive
When you have anxieties in your heart you are alive

Learn to live freely like a breeze and to flow like a brook
Welcome every moment with open hands...

Because every second holds a surprise for you
To make your life more new and more fresh"

Pharmacy is a divine profession because it deals with life. Here,
Nirmalites, the rising pharmacists, are trying to give a new life to
your thoughts and to your visions through 'NOVUS'...means a
new life. The magazine encapsulates a wide range of articles of
both the staff and the students. After glancing through the
'Novus', certainly you willfeelsomething new and fresh.

We express our heartfelt thanks to the enormous help
and guidance we received from the principal and the
administrator in the making of the magazine. We also express
our gratitude to teaching and non-teaching staff of our college.
We also express our sincere gratitude to all the members of the
editorialboard who put their heart and soultogether for making
it a success. Thanks to advertisers, printers, and all who
supplied us with their valuable creation.

We hope you enjoy turning the pages of
'NOVUS.......',



EDITOR'S NOTE

Time has changed. With time, everything has
changed. From a mene embnyo, fed and pnotected by

the mothen's womb, to a toddler', and finally to what
we ane today, changes have played a key nole in oun

lives. Always changes nesulE into something new...

NOVUS - our theme is a Latin wond, literally
meaning 'new life'. But, we NinmaliEes have a

diffenent expansion for the word - "Ninmala Offers a

Ventune of Unique Sapience".

Ninmala College of Pharmacy is on a venture -
a ventune Eo develop pr ofessionalism fon those who

seek it. Pnofessionalism does not always mean a

better and new life fon the seekens but also to
spnead the glow in the wonld. Phanmacy field has
inhenenE in it, the attitude of senvice and sacrifice in
the intenesEs of the suffening humaniEy. Out

pnofessionalism aims Eo alleviate sufferings of
humanity and provide Ehem a healthy and jovial life...
a Novus,

Pensonally, I think we had a gneat year,2O11

- 2012. Time flew away as if caught up in a

hunricane. But, the special moments we had in NCP
still nemains in one of the bnain cells. We have done
oun utmosE to bring out the best in our magazine.
Hope you enioy it.

Ebin Johny
:tdrtor
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REYES CAN DECEIVE YOU

:3ole rely on the eyes for most
:- "gs they do. But researchers say

:^:t even youreyescan deceiveyou.

:^ international team led by the
-=^t'e in Australia , says that the

=: : - orovided by the people's visual
. : ,::?m is often distorted, unreliable
: ::: :J illusion.

: ::'d ing to the team leader

=',lareschal, people tend to
:: :-ey see as real world. ln fact a

.::':ion, and it is occurring in
-: ::ssing of the brain, before

::::-<3SOVef.

S'JAL CORTEX

'. .^orved that the cells of

-. cortex create small
- :- :^ey then pass on to the
:' :-: crain, to interpret it as

:ra'nple of this that is

:': sts and designers is

-sion where perfectly
: :eC cecause they are

placed on an oriented background, say the
resea rchers.

The researchers analyzed a series of
experiments in which they traced the origins of
tilt illusion to the cells of primary visual cortex

-the first stage is vision processing ,before the
conscious mind takes over.

In their study to test at what level

illusion occurs in the brain ,unconscious or
conscious and also to see if the higher brain is
aware of the illusions it is receiving and how it
tries to correct for them they found that brain
seeks more contextual information from the
background to try to work out the alignment of
the object it is seeing.

The team subjected the volunteers to
a complex test in which they had to indicate the
orientation of a vertical line which was
perceived as constantly tilting from side to
side, against afuzzy back ground that was also

changing.

These illusions happen very fast,
perhaps in milliseconds. The higher brain
cannot always correct for them, as it does not
in fact know that they are illusions.
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.up',. NTAL FATE

introduced in 1950's. lt acts as contact and stomach Endosulfan is a ubiquitous environmental
contaminant. The chemical is semi-volatile and resistantto

degradation processes in the environment. Endosulfan is

subject to long range atmospheric transport, i.e. it can

travel long distances from where it is used. Thus, it occurs

in many environmental compartments.
The compound breaks down into endosulfan

sulfate, endosulfan diol, and endosulfan furan, allthree of

which have structures similarto the parent compound and,

according to the EPA, "are also of toxicological

concern...The estimated half-lives for the combined toxic

residues (endosulfan plus endosulfan sulfate) which range

from roughly 9 months to 6 Years."

poison and has a slight fumigant action. lt is used in
vegetables, fruits, paddy, cotton, cashew, tea, coffee,

tobacco and timber crops. lt is also used as a wood
preservative and to control tse-tse flies and termites.

But now it is being detected as an important cause of
pesticide poisoning in many countries.

IUPAC Name: 6,7,8,9,10,10-Hexachloro-
1, 5, 5a,6,9,9a-hexahyd ro- 6,9-methan o-2,4,3-
benzodioxathiepine-3-oxide

Technically endosulfan is a 7:3 mixture of
stereoisomers, designated as o and B. o and B

endosulfan are conformational isomers arising from the

pyramidal stereochemistry of sulphur. o-endosulfan is



EFFECTS OF ENDOSULFAN ON HUMAN BEINGS
Acute effects: Endosulfan ls highly toxic and can be fatal if
inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Acute oral
toxicity is higher than dermal toxicity. lngestion or breathing
high levels of endosulfan may lead to convulsions and deatlL.
Endosulfan directly affects the CNS and recurrent epileptic
seizures are also reported. Symptoms of poisoning include
hyper activity, excitement, dyspnoea, apnoea, salivation, loss
of consciousness, diarrhoea, anemia, nausea, vomiting,
insomnia, blurred vision, cyanosis, foaming of mouth, tremor,
dry mouth, lack of appetite, irritability, headache, decreased
respiration, loss of memory, haematuria, albuminuria,
confusion, dizziness, imbalance and lack of coordination.
Ghronic effects: Endosulfan is a proven endocrine disruptor.
It has potential to induce hypothyroidism. Endosulfan exhibits
estrogenic properties. lt induces proliferation of human breast
estrogen sensitive MCF Tcells (invitro) thereby increasing
breast cancer risk. lt harms the reproductive system by
affecting semen quality, sperm count, spermatogonial cells,
sperm morphology and otherdefects in male sex hormones. lt
has adverse effects on CNS by inhibiting brain acetylcholine
esterase, causing uncontrolled discharge of acetylcholine.
Endosulfan ingestion is known to affect the kidneys and liver. lt
inhibits leucocyte and macrophage migration, causing
adverse effects on humoral and cell mediated immune
system. lt is also a potentialtumor promoter. Endosulfan study
was conducted among the children in Kasargod district.
ENDOSULFAN ANDCANCER
Endosulfan is found to damage human RBC at concentrations
of ippb-ippm . Both o and B endosulfan are genotoxic HepG2
cells. Endosulfan is hepatotoxic, mutagenic, clastogenic and
induce effects on cell cycle kinetics. Endosulfan has been
shown to cause chromosomal aberrations in hamster and
mouse and sex linked mutation in Drosophila. Endosulfan has
caused mutation in bacterial and yeast cells. lt is also known to
cause mutation in mammals.

Mr. Mohanachandran P.S.

Sr. Lecturer

THE KASARGODTRAGEDY

People in 15 villages were
subjected to continuous exposure to
endosulfan which was aerially
sprayed 3 times every year, for 24
years. Congenital birth defects,
reproductive health problems,
cancers, loss of immunity,
neurological and mental diseases
were reported among the villagers.
Following a public outcry, a number
of health based scientific studies
confirmed that the health problems
were directly linked to the exposure of
endosulfan

The UN - backed regime of
173 countries agreed to globally
'phase-out' the form of insecticide
endosulfan, decision with significant
implications for lndia, the world's
largest manufacturer and user of the
chemical. The phase-out
commitment, often loosely referred to
as a 'ban'will put endosulfan in Annex
A of Stockholm convention on
President Organic Pollutants,
thereby clearing it for elimination.
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he f our candles burn slowly. The f irst candle
speaks "l am'PEACE', but these days,
nobody wants to keep me lit". Slowly the

flame diminishes and goes out completely. The
second candle speaks "l am 'FAITH', but I am no
longer indispensable these days". And the f lame
gradually f licks out.

Sadly the third candle speaks, "l am 'LOVE'
and I haven't got the strength to stay lit any longer.
People put me aside as they don't understand my
importance. They even f orget to love those who are
nearest to them". And waiting no longer, love goes
out completely.

Suddenly a child enters the room and sees
the three candles no longer burning. The child
begins to cry. "Why are you not supposed to stay lit
untilthe end?"

Then the fourth candle speaks softly. "Don't
be af raid for I am 'HOPE' and while I still burn, we
can re-light the other candles". With shining eyes,
the child takes the candle of hope and lights the
other three candles. With hope, no matter how bad
things turn out, PEACE, FAITH and LOVE can
shine brightly in our lives.
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MS
ew born infants no longer need
their umbilical cords, so they
have traditionally been

discarded as a by-product of the birth process. ln

recent years, however the stem cell rich blood
found in the umbilical cord has proven useful in

treating the same types of health problems as
those treated using bone marrow stem cells &
PBScs.

Umbilical cord blood stem cell
transplants are less prone to rejection than either
bone marrow or peripheral blood stem cells. This
is probably because the cellq have not yet
developed the features that can be recognized &
attacked by the recipient's immune system. Also,
because umbilical cord blood lacks well
developed immune cells, there is less chance
that .the transplanted cells will attack the
recipient's body, a problem called graft versus
host disease. Both the versatility and availability
of umbilical cord blood stem cell makes them a
potent resource of transplant therapies.

ln 1968, doctors performed the first
successful bone marrow transplant. Bone
mirrow contains somatic stem cells that can
produce all of the different cell types that make up

our blood. lt is transplanted routinely to treat a

variety of blood and bone marrow diseases

*7'

21



blood cancers &immune disorders. More recently,
stem cells have been used to treat some of the
same blood based diseases.

Pluripotent adult stem cells are rare and
generally small in number but can be found in a
numberof tissues including umbilical cord blood.A
great deal of adult stem cell research to date has
had the aim of characterising the capacity of the
cells to divide or self-renew indefinitely and their
differentiation potential. ln mice, pluripotent stem
cells are directly generated from adult fibroblast
cultures. Unfortunately many mice do not live long
with stem cellorgans.

Most adult stem cells are linkage
restricted (multi potent) and they are generally
referred to by their tissue origin (mesenchymal
stem cell, dental pulp, stem cell etc). Adult stem
cell treatments are useful to treat leukaemia &

related bone or blood cancer through bone
marrow transplant as well as they are useful in

veterinary medicine to treat tendon and ligament
injuries in horses.

The use of adult stem cell treatments
have been successfully used for many years to
treat leukaemia & related blood or bone marrow
cancers through bone marrow transplants.

The use of adult stem cells in research &
therapy is not a controversial as the use of
embryonic systems, because the production of
adult stem cells don't require the destruction of an
embryo. Additionaly, in instances where adult
stem cells are obtained from the intended recipient
(an autograft), the risk of rejection is essentially
nonexistent. Consequently, more vs
governmental finding is being provided for adult
stem cell research. Multipotent stem cells are also

.r,...'.**'''%.4,,w..

found in amniotic fluid. These stem cells are very active.
expand extensively without feeders & are not tumergenic.
Amniotic stem cells are multipotent and can differentiate in
cells of adipogenic, osteogenic, myogenic, endothelial.
hepatic and neuronal lines.

lnduced pluripotent stem cells are not adult stem
cells, but rather adult cells (eg: epithelial cells )

reprogrammed to give rise to pluripotent capabilities. Using
genetic engineering with protein transcription process.
pluripotent stem cells equivalent to embryonic stem cells

have been derived from human adult skin tissue.
One concern of treatment is the risk of transplanted

cells forming tumors and become cancerous if cell division
continuous uncontrollably. Stem cells are widely studied for
their potential therapeutic use and for their inherent interest.
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s
Kohli played for Royal Challengers Bangalore at

the 2008 lndian Premier League. He was bought for
SSO,OOO before the first season in 2008. He did not
perform well, scoring only 165 runs in L3 innings at an

average of 15 and taking only 2 wickets with his bowling.
But he improved marginally in the second

season, scoring 246 runs in 16 innings with an average of
22.36 and taking 9 catches and efforting 2 run outs.

ln the third season, he scored 307 runs, including
two half centuries, in 13 innings at an average of 27.90.|n
the fourth season of the lPL, he was the only player that
Royal Challengers Bangalore retained, preferred over the
likes of Rahul Dravid, Jacques Kallis and Ross Taylor.

He was the 2nd highest run getter in the
tournament behind Chris Gayle.

The 2012 lndian Premier League followed in April
and May and Kohli scored 364 runs from 15 matches, with
two half-centuries.

Records &Achievements
Fastest lndian Cricketer to reach 1000 runs in ODls
:astest lndian Cricketerto reach 3000 runs in ODls
(ohli's 183 runs is highest score by any batsmen in ODI

against Pakistan.

\1ost ru ns in a Calendar year in ODls for 2011
CC ODI Cricketer of th eyear 2072.

Virat - ODI - Batting Average by Countl
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,rr" that artists have the freedom to express their views and

ideas through pictures, music or films. lt is sometimes argued that

Government should have a control over the artist's freedom of

expression. ln my view, restrictions are needed but at the same

time freedom is also necessary for the artists'
The first reason for my argument is that some artists may

their freedom for the materialistic benefits especially to get

this in their real life. This will adversely affect the society'

about the social changes. At the same time, minor amount of

restrictions are needed to preserve the social norms of the

30
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t money. so they include increased amounts of violence and crimes

in the films. The children may consider these as real and imitate

Selda Mary Joy
2011-2015 Batch

Ultimately the morality of the society is destroyed. Another reason

is that some artists may use their freedom to uphold their own

religion and culture. They use pictures or works to put down other

culture and religion. This may hurt those people and finally result

in religious violence. For instance, some artists use religious

songs to make parody songs. This may result in religious

violence. So a minor amount of restriction is necessary to

maintain a social balance.

On the other hand, artist helps us to go along with the

changing society. The creative artists use the present problems of

the society in their pictures and films .This helps the people to

identify the solutions and ideas from those films and can use them

in their own daily life. Another reason is that the artists help to

revealthe corruption and immoralthings happening in each sector

of the society especially corruptions among politicians and other

professionals. By this way, the society can be aware of all these

things and can take remedial measures for it' So freedom is

necessary for the artists to reveal the hidden issues'

To conclude, artistic freedom is necessary to get aware
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t n fe come across success stories in every

L I I sphere of human activity. We can see

V lf p"opt", starting from 'absolute zero' and

achieve highest position in their respective fields. At the

same time, those who have inherited an immense
fortune end up as failure. What is the chemistry of
success? Why do some succeed and some fail?
There are two distinctive elements behind every
success story-hard work and perseverance. But when
we get closer, attitude plays a major role. The

successful person always construct a vision, develop

skills, persist in face of adversity, learn from mistakes,

empathize with others, develop communication skills
etc...
Jack Welch ,the best business manager has evolved a

formulae to assess the ability of a person to achieve
SUCCESS

4Es + 1P

E-Energy E-Energise E-Edge E-Execution
P-Passion
ENERGY is 'positive energy', lt indicates the ability to
preserve in one's endeavour or effort. People with
energy are always optimistic and adapt to changes
easily. They start and end the day with great

enthusiasm. They enjoy work and life.

Nijesh E.J
2008-2012 Batch

ENERGISE is the'ability to radiate the positive energy into

others'.They make people around them cheerful and

enthusiastic.They encourage their team members to

make things imposssible to possible.

EDGE is the'courage to take stern decisions'. People look

at problems from different angles rather than solving it.But

the person would know when to stop the analysis and take

decisions. They even like to take responsibilities.
EXECUTION is the 'ability to get things done'.You must

know how to implement the decisions taken. You must

show courage to execute them even against opposition,

unexpected problems etc......
PASSION is a catalyst. This makes the real difference

between failure and success. People with high passion for
work have all their senses involved in the job at hand. They

have heart-felt, genuine and deep interest in job. People

with passion are high achievers and always remain self
driven and motivated. Life is a celebration for them.

Success never comes till one is passionate about it.

There is one more dimension- KNOWLEDGE. We should

have A to Z knowledge about the work. We should strive to

enhance and update our knowledge continually.
The final element is LUCK. All successful people

are extremely lucky. When you combine all the above

attributes in your personality and work with passion you

invite luck to smile on you, in the form of divine blessing.

Wishing you all the best of Iuck.

#*
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he ripe, red little cherry is not just a delicacy but also a visualdelight.
The fruit is a member of the prunus genus in the rose family
Rosaceae. There are two maln species of cherry the prunus avium or

sweet cherry, and Theprunus cerasus or sour cherry. while sweet cherries
are mainly grown for fresh eating, sour cherries are widely used for canning
& processing.

cherries have been grown & appreciated since ancient times. They
find mention in the Roman botanist Theophrastus's history of plants in the
3rdcentury B.c. Pliny the Elder, Greek author of Natural History, a

compendium of natural science written in the 1st centuiy A.D describes
eight different varieties of cherries cultivated in ltaly, and notes that the
Romans did much to spread cherry cultivation as far west and north as
Britain. The fruit was later brought to America in the 1600's by early settlers.
Mass production began in the mid 1800's.

For generations, people have recognized the medicinal values of the
cherry. The 16th century Europeans used cherrystonesto relieve numerous
discomforts including throat irritation, chest pain, stomach and intestinal
spasms. over the centuries, the fruit has found application as a tonic,
antiseptic and as a medicine for expelling intestinalworms.

The nutritive value of the cherry is high, as it is rich in vitamins C and E

and flavonoids, which slow down ageing, and is a good source of dietary
fibre. Hence, this delectable fruit makes an ideal snack.
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For problem skin, mash a banaria and add it to 'l14 cup of

natural yoghurt. Add 2 tablespoons of honey and apply

this as a face mask.

It is better to put them in a brown paper bag with an apple or

tomato overnight to speed up the ripening process.

When frozen, bananas can be stored indefinitely, and can then be

eaten like an ice pop or cooked as a banana mush.

Uses forthe banana Peel
1. Rubbing the inside of a banana peel over the leaves of your

houseplants will help to clean and add shine to them.

2. Never throw out banana peels - add them to your compost

heap.
High in potassium and phosphorus, these nutrients will

released into the soil. You can also bury the skins directly

the surface of the soil, around your rose bushes to protect

from aphids.

a *

some uses of
bonono

Peel
Before you thrdw out whatever's left of your banana,

think about the many ways you can use the skin in

and around the home. Here is a useful guide...

,"*&

,r

{

' r
Banana skins have been reported to be good at

reducing warts and are useful for reducing pain and

inflammation when rubbed over cuts and grazes.

Bananas are one of the healthiest and easiest to

consume fruits available.

Simply peeloff the skin and eat.

Rich in potassium, great for a school snack and

hunger buster, bananas are more than just a fruit.

Bananas are an excellent source of vitamin B, and

contain moderate amounts of vitamin C' and

manganese.

Along with other fruits and vegetables, consumption

of bananas may be associated with a reduced risk of

colorectal cancer and in women, breast cancer and

renal cell carcinoma.

Unripe bananas should not be stored in a refrigerator

as the cold will cause them to rot.

3B
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tryr,r:-: ::ntain tryptophan which induces
'insua:,::r ;-: also contain other compounds that
fln -;r:,: _.curmood.::r :E-:uries the health and beauty benefits of
';cr a',= :eel have been known for reducing
#ia--::on, due to the enzymes contained in the

r :s: 'ecorted to be good at reducing warts and is
-r?v'- - reducing pain and inflammation when

nNe\s'sers\s'us\grrr-es.
4. Banana peel contains antioxidants and minerals

that assist with natural healing of the skin and have

been used as a home remedy for psoriasis, warts,
bruises and skin irritation.
Rub the inside of a banana peel on an insect bite for
relief from itching.

5. For problem skin, smash a banana and add itto '114

cup of natural yoghurt. Add 2 tablespoons of honey
and apply this as a face mask - leaving it on your face
and neck for 20 to 30 minutes before rinsing and
patting dry.

Treat acne by rubbing the inside of a banana skin

Jincy Joy
2008-2012 Batch

overthe area to reduce inflammation and swelling.
6. Banana peels rubbed over the forehead and cheeks
can help tighten the skin and give it a fresher, healthier
look.

Rub the inside of the banana peel on your face before bed
and leave it overnight. Wash it off with warm water in the
morning.
7. Eating bananas regularly can keep the digestive system
running at an optimal level, restore energy and also
provide the body with essential nutrients that help with cell
regeneration.
8. Reduce the symptoms of depression - bananas contain
tryptophan which induces relaxation and also contains
s\srssssrasrrs'\s\.a\sarrrrs.lrsrslsr:rrtrss\-
9. Raw bananas are a natural energy booster; each

banana contains approximately 100 calories and is easily

assimilated into the bodY.

10. Managing ulcers - bananas are easy to digest and

absorb and will not put stress on the ulcers.

They also help to neutralise acids in the stomach. wf'rc'
can assist in preventing indigestion and other digest .€
problems that trigger ulcer problems.
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Assot. Professor

The stomach's digestive acids are strong enough to
dissolve zinc. Fortunately for us, the cells in the
stomach Iining renew so quickly that the acids don't
have time to dissolve it.

The lungs contain over 300,000 million capillaries
(tiny blood vessels). lf they were laid end to end,
theywould stretch 2400km (1500 miles).
A man's testicles manufacture 10 million new sperm
cells each day - enough that he could repopulate
the entire planet in only 6 months!
Human bone is as strong as granite in suppoflng
weight. A block of bone the size of a matchbox can
support 9 tonnes - that is four times as much as
concrete can support.
Each finger and toe nail takes six months to grow
from base to tip.

The largest organ in the body is the skin. ln an adult
man it covers about 'l .9m2 (20sq ft). The skin
constantly flakes away - in a lifetime each person

45

About
an Body

sheds around 18kg (40|b)of skin.
When you sleep, you grow by about 8mm (0.3in). The
next day you shrink back to your former height. The
reason is that your cartilage discs are squeezed like
sponges by the force of gravity when you stand or sit.

The average person in the West eats 50 tonnes of food
and drinks 50,000 liters (11,000 gallons) of liquid during
his life.

Each kidney contains 1 million individual filters. They
filter an average of around 1.3 liters (2.2 pints) of blood
per minute, and expel up to 1.4 liters (2.5 pints) a day of
urine.

The focusing muscles of the eyes rnove around 100 000
times a day. To give your leg muscles the same workout.
you would need to walk 80km (50 miles) every day
ln 30 minutes, the average body gives off enough hea:
(combined)to bring a half gallon of waterto boil.

Asingle human blood celltakes only 60 seconds to make
a complete circuit of the body.

Aforeskin, the size of a postage stamp, from circumc se:
babies take only 21 days to grow skin that can cc.e-
three (3) basketball courts. Amazing isn't it. Tha^<s ::
science. The laboratory-grown skin is used in :-ea: - :
burn patients.

7.

8.

10.

2

1

4.

12.

13.

14. The eyes receive approximately 90 percer: :'
information, making us basically visual crea:-'es
The female ovaries contain nearly ha'-a--
cells, yet only 400 or so will ever ge: :-e :::.:-
create a new life.

15.
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16. Swallow and Breathe
Fact: Humans are the only mammal that can't swallow and

breathe atthe same time.
Every other mammal, and many other non-mammalian
animals, can breathe while they eat. ln fact, human infants
are also able to do so, which lets them breathe while they
nurse. We lose this ability around the age of 9 months,
when our voice box drops as part of our development. As
children and adults, the human voice box lays unusually
low in the neck compared to other animals. This allows
sound to resonate much more, which is why we are able to
produce the wide range of sounds that makes up our
speech.

17 Second Brain
Fact: You have a second brain in your gut.

Well, sort of. You have around 100 million neurons, more
than are in your spinal cord, that line your gut from your
esophagus to your anus. This is known to scientists as the
enteric neryous system. This second brain is incapable of
conscious thought and is largely responsible for digestion,
but it does more than that. lf you've ever felt "butterflies,, in
your stomach or felt as if you've been punched in the gut
when receiving bad news, that was caused by your enteric
neryous system. This also plays a roll in your overall mood,
why certain foods can alter your mood and why bad
situations orfeelings often cause you to lose your appetite.

18 Loneliness
Fact: Loneliness is physically painful.

Ok, you probably knew that. But do you know why?
Researchers at the University of California asked
volunteers to play a computer game that simulated a
simple game of catch with two other players. What they
didn't know was that the other "players" were just the
computer and it was designed to leave them out after a few
minutes of play, resulting in feelings of loneliness and
rejection. They found that the feeling of loneliness is
actually processed in the same part of your brain as
physical pain, called the anterior cingulate cortex. This
explains the human desire to fit in, to seek out
companionship and helps to understand the power of peer
pressure. Scientists are also hoping to use this information
to help explain and treat some forms of depression.

19 Saliva
Fact: You salivate more before you vomit.

This is an automatic bodily reflex designed to protect your
throat. mouth and teeth. Stomach acid is, of course, highly

acidic and if it weren't for the lining in your stomach it would
eat a hole right through it. Unfortunately, you don't have that
same lining in your throat or mouth. Salivating before
vomiting helps to dilute and rinse away the acid so it won't
harm the rest of your body. Your saliva can also help to
neutralize the acid somewhat. This is also why it's a good
idea to rinse out your mouth and brush your teeth after you
vomit.

20 BitterSweet
Fact: Cutyourself? Putsugaron itl

Healers in Africa have been putting crushed sugar cane on
wounds for generations. Moses Murandu is a nurse who
grew up watching his father use the remedy in Africa and
was surprised to find that doctors in England didn't use it.
He started a study to research the idea, testing it on patients
with bed sores, leg ulcers and amputations before dressing
the wounds. They found that the sugar can reduce pain and
kill bacteria that slow healing. Sugar is hygroscopic,
meaning it naturally absorbs waterwhich the bacteria need
to survive. Sugar is also much cheaper than more modern
antibiotics. So the next time you cut yourself, give it a
sprinkle of sugar before putting on a band-aid!

21 Forgetful
Fact: Forget why you walked into a room? There is a reason.

Have you everwalked into a room and forgot why you were
there? And after that, have you ever noticed that you can
sometimes remember if you go back through the doorway?
There is actually a reason for that. Researchers in Notre
Dame conducted several experiments on rooms and their
effect on memory. Subjects in the study were divided into
two groups and glven a simple task while traveling the
same distance. The only difference is one group went
through a doorway and the other didn't. They found that
people who traveled through the doorway were three times
more likely to forget their task. Researchers concluded that
our mind perceives doorways as "event boundaries" and
that decisions you made in that room are "stored" there
when you leave. That is also why you can remember if you
go back into that room.

22 ColorVision
Fact: Some woman actually see more colors.

Frustrated because you told your hubby to brlng your peach
shirt and he grabbed a pink one? lt might not be his fault. A
study from the University of California shows that up to 50%
of women carry four types of color receptors, or iodopsins.
rather than the usual three. Normal visioned people will
look at a rainbow and see seven different colors, while one
with four receptors will see around 10 colors. The reason
this happens in woman is that the red and green receptors
are located on the X chromosome, while the blue is on the
Y. The red and green receptors can be slighfly shifted
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allowing for a greater range of color vision. There are also
a small number of women who will have both kinds of red
and green, resulting in 5 color receptors. This is also why
color blindness is much more common in men than
,,, cmen.

-: 3cogers
: -' - : '. our boogers may been good for you!

-.. nasa/ mucus (booger) is designed to filter out
airborne contaminants and so eating it has long thought
to be bad for you, but recent study shows that it may
actually help to boast your immune system by introducing
those contaminants in small amounts, training your body
to recognize and fight against them. But don't worry, you
don't have to start picking your nose. You have most likely
already eaten your boogers, even if you are unaware of it.
Mucus accumulated in your nasal passages is often
directed backwards and down yourthroat by the motion of
your cilia (hair like structures on your cells used to move
things). Yum...

2t Redundant Nostril
:: :: You probably only breath through one nostril at a time.

This happens in about 85% of people. The truly
interesting thing about that is in those people the body
,vith automatically switch between nostrils every four
lours or so, although it can vary based on body position,
llness or just from person to person. This is accomplished
:rrough erectile tissue in your nose similar to that in a
:enis or clitoris. The erectile tissue will slowly swell up in
:ne nostril, eventually blocking most of it while the tissue
^ the other one will shrink, allowing for more air flow. lt
-as been found that which side you are breathing from
: an have an effect on your body. lf you are breathing from
:-e right side, for example, your blood glucose levels will
' 

-.e and you will use much more oxygen. Also, breathing
- -cugh the right will cause higher activity in the left side of
--' brain and vise versa. This could be useful in

- -ulating your right (creative) side or your left (logical)
:: as needed.

3 ood Vessels
: ,:ry pound of fat gained causes your body to make 7
. , rilesof bloodvessels.

' : ,', ng this, it's easy to see why obesity and heart
: : a se often go together. Most of the new blood vessels
. : .y capillaries, but also include small veins and
--' :s This means if you are "only" '10 pounds
. -,'. eight your heart has to pump blood through an extra
- 3s of blood vessels. The good news is that this also
. : - reverse. lf you lose a pound of fat, your body will
:. rowh and reabsorb the no longer needed blood
.= s This is encouraging to dieters, as one pound

- , - :: seem like a lot to lose, but even that little bit of
-: ': ^ ce will result in a large benefit for your heart!
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27.The human genome: Quickfacts
The genome is the list of instructions. encoded ^ fNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid), needed to make a human D\a
and protein. Thefourletters in the DNAalphabet -A C G
and T - are used to carry the instructions {c. -3. -l :-
organism. The order (or sequence) of thes: i-=-s - _ ::
the code - just like the order of letters tha: -a. =s .., :-:.
mean something. Each set of three letters 3c:.E:f,c- ::
to a single amino acid.
There are 20 different building blocks - am no ac:s -

used in a bewildering array of combinations to produce
our proteins. The different combinations make prote .s
as differentas keratin in hairand haemoglobin in blood

28. Thegenome
The human genome is made up of 3 billion (3 000 000
000) bases of DNA, split into 24 chromosomes.
This information...

would fill a stack of paperback books 200 ft (61 m) high

would filltwo hundred 50O-page telephone directories
would take a century to recite, if we recited at one letter
per second for 24 hours a day
if spread out 1 mm apart, would extend 3000 km (1864
miles) or about 7000 times the height of the Empire State
Building.

29. Human cells
The human body is made up of 100 trlllion cells. Each cell
has at least one nucleus, which houses the
chromosomes.

There is 1.8 m of DNA in each of our cells packed into a

structure only 0.0001 cm across (it would easily fit on the
head of a pin).

lf all the DNA in the 100 trillion cells of the human body
was put end to end it would reach to the sun and back
over 600 times [100 trillion x 6 ft (1.8 m) divided by 92
million miles (148,800,000 km)= 1290,.

Most human cells contain 46 chromosomes: pairs of
chromosomes 1-22, and a pair of sex chromosomes
(females have two Xs; males an X and a Y). Sperm and
eggs contain one of each chromosome.

30. Genes and variation
Housed along each chromosome is a selection of genes.
The human genome contains about 20,000-25.000
genes.

Mice also have about 20,000 genes; in the nematode (C

elegans), the number is around 19,000; in yeast (S

cerevisiae) there are approximately 6000 genes; and the
microbe responsible fortuberculosis has around 4OO0

Between humans, our DNAdiffers by only 0.2 per cen: 3'
1 in 500 base (letters). (This takes into accouni l^a:
human cells have two copies of the genome rl--a-
DNAis 98 per cent identical to chimpanzees.
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Only half of a dolphin's brain sleeps at a time. The
other awake half makes the dolphin come up for
airwhen needed to prevent drowning.

The scales of a crocodile are made of keratin, the
same substance that hooves and fingernails are
made of.

Ants never sleep. Also they don't have lungs.

Oysters can change from one gender to another
and back again depending on which is best for
mating.

Gorillas can catch human colds and other illness.

Butterflies have their skeletons on the outside o'
their bodies; this is known as the exoskeleton.

Frogs don't drink water. They absorb wate'
through theirskin.

Goat's milk is higher in calcium, vitamin A an:
niacin than cow's milk.

Bananas are higher in sugar, so they should ncr

be eaten if you have blood sugar problems.

Areas of the human body that experience
repeated friction or pressure can form tough, thia,
skin known as a "cal/us". Common examples
calluses can be seen on the hands of
players and the fingertips of guitarists.
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J"=r= Youth is an international Catholic youth

movement with a charismatic spirituality. lt had its
beginnings in Kerala (lndia), but is now active in nearly 30
different countries around the world.

Jesus Youth is an initiative of young people, who,
filled with the Holy Spirit try to reach out to other young
people. The strength of the movement is its special focus
on a life centered on Lord Jesus Christ: beginning with an
experience of God nourished by prayer, the Word of God,
the sacraments and fellowship, and sharing the Good
News of Jesus Christwith others.

Though not an actual community, Jesus Youth is
a network of small but vibrant groups of young people. ln

their own life situations, they strive to give time to the Lord,
responding to the challenges of today's world in the power
of the Holy Spirit.

Campus ministry
College life is the time when student's minds and

hearts will turn to the deepest questions of life, its
meaning, future, love, hope etc... All are searching for
answers for these questions, though often nOt in the right
places. With the help of an exciting and healthy Catholic
Campus Ministry in the college, today's youngsters will
never miss out on the great adventure that God has for
theml
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ome people take positive thinking just as a

warm idea. Others dismiss it just a wayout
to hide facts and ignore failures.

This means, positive thinking has a
powerful impact on the mind of the person who
has it. lt instillconfidence and determination in the
mind of the person concerned. A man having
positive attitude is never afraid of failure, poverty,

diseases and losses. He persists his efforts
restlessly and succeeds in his venture in the long

run.

For example, Gandhiji was not a brilliant
student, but he was able to become the greatest

man of the twentieth century mainly because of
his positive attitude. Abraham Lincoln's life was a
series of failures. ln spite of of all these failures
and obstacles, he was able to become the
president of USA at the age of 52 and this was
mainly because of his positive thinking. Some
famous uttering of Napoleon is "the word
impossible is found in the dictionary of fools"
and "there will be no Alps". These latter words
he uttered was when on a conquering space he

was told by his warriors that the Alps were a

stumbling block in their way to achieve their
goals. Such examples given in hundreds and

thousands from history and common life where
and women of strong determination and a

. fiim mind have achieved incredible success
h the magic lamp of positive thinking.

Positive thinking generates optimism
is the most of all that is joyful and enjoyable

,,,"inlife. The optimism can be created by eliminating
, negative thoughts and replacing them with

r, positive ones.

Like happiness, positive thinking is a

state of mind and it can be created if it doesn't
exist already. lt can be created by adopting a

positive attitude. lf you think deeply we can easilr
understand that positive attitude on whrci'
positive thinking is based on the basis o{ a

human progress through the ages.

Anju M. Eldhose
2011-2O15 Batch
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Knowing myself.

Asking for help when I need it and acting on my own when
ldon't.

Admitting when l'm wrong and making amends.

Accepting love from others, even if l'm having a tough
time loving myself.

Recognizing that I always have choices, and taking
responsibilityforthe ones I make.

Seeing that life is a blessing.

Having an opinion without insisting that others share it.

Forgiving myself and others.

Recognizing my shortcomings and my strengths.

Having the courage to live one day at a time.

Acknowledging that my needs are my responsibility.

Caring for people without having to take care of them.

Accepting that l'll never be finished - l'll always be a work-
in-progress.
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: - r ^3SS is ephemeral , subject to the vagaries of everything from the
= ::-er to the size of your bank account.

= 
-: rot suggesting that you can reach a permanent state called

- , , - - d remain there. But there are many ways to swerye off the oath of,-:=' 'rustration and sadness into a state of happiness once or even
- := :-.oughoutthe day. Here are2}ideas to getyou started.

" : - ndfulness : Be in the moment. Instead of worrying about your
- . - : : lmorrow while you have dinner with your family, focus on the here' ,.- :^e food, the company, the conversation.

. - - -: -cud : Just anticipating a happy, funny event can raise levels of
- - -= and other pleasure inducing hormones and lower production of
_ - -_ -.OC

::: ,','e have become a nation of sleep-deprived citizens. Taking a
. : , - :e:ing into bed at 8p.m. one night with a good book and turning

. -' -' :-'rourlatercando moreforyourmood andouflookon lifethan
- : =- :' :ubble baths or massages.

, ' : - -src soothes more than the savage beast. Studies find music
_ ':: :f brain that produces happiness. lt,s also relaxing.

= 
-early impossible to meditate, breathe deeply, or simply relax" - : - .,-ace is covered with papers and bills and magazines, your- '. - ;: :rd you haven't balanced your checkbook in six months.*- ::=: : ,e nature of certain cleaning tasks_ such as sweeping,

. ' . : '.'-: : ng- can be meditative in and of itself if you focus on what
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Ms. Minu B. Pattasseril
Asst. Professor
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Just say No : Eliminate activities that aren't
necessary and that you don't enjoy.

Make a list:There's nothing like writing down your
tasks to help you organize your thoughts and
calm your anxiety. Checking off each item
provides a great sense of fulfillment.

Do one thing at a time: lt was found that people
who do multitask are more likely to have high
blood pressure. Take that finding to heart.

Garden: Not only will the fresh air and exercise
provide their own stress reduction and feeling of
well-being, but the sense of accomplishment that
comes from clearing a weedy patch, watching
seeds turn into flowers, or pruning out dead wood
will last for hours, if not days.

10. Tune out the news: For one week go without
reading the newspaper, watching the news, or
scanning the headlines online. lnstead, take a
vacation from the misery we're exposed to every
day via the media and use that time for a walk, a
meditation session, orto write in yourjournal.
Take a dog for a walk: There are numerous
studies that attest to the stress-relieving benefits
ofpets.

Scent the air: Research finds that the benefits of
aromatherapy in relieving stress are real. ln one
study, people exposed to rosemary had lower
anxiety levels, increased alertness and perform
math computation faster. Adults exposed to
lavender showed an increase in the type of brain
waves that suggest increased relaxation.

lgnore the stock market: Researchers found a
direct link between the daily performance of the
stock market and the mental health of those who
closelyfollowed it.

Visit a quiet place: Libraries, museums, gardens
and places of worship provide islands of peAS&
and calm in today's franctic world. Find a qulet
place near your house and make it your seciet
getaway. \:

-<&
-dcao

Vo I u ntee r: H el p i n g oth ers en a bles yourlq;iutlyour
own problems into perspective and also provid6
social interaction. One study found that,
*o.rk enhanced all six aspects of well-being:
,'lapp!ness. Life satisfaction, Self-esteem, Sense

of control over life, Physical health and
depression.

Spend time alone: Although relationships are
one of the best antidotes to stress, sometimes
you need time alone to recharge and reflect.
Take yourself out to lunch or to a movie, or
simply spend an afternoon reading, browsing in

a book store or antiquing.

Walk mindfully: You probably already know that
exercise is better than tranquilizers for relieving
anxiety and stress. But what you do with your
mind while you are walking can make your walk
even more beneficial.

Give priority to close relationships: One study
found that those who had a lot of supportive
friends were much more likely to have healthier
blood pressure, cholesterol levels, blood sugar
metabolism and stress hormone levels than
those with two orfewer close friends.

Take care of the soul: For many people faith
provides a support community, a sense of life's
meaning, feelings of ultimate acceptance, a
reason to focus beyond yourself, and a timeless
perspective on life's woes. Even if you're not
religious, a strong spirituality may offer similar
benefits.

Count your blessings: People who pause each
day to reflect on some positive aspect of their
lives experience a heightened sense of well-
being.
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CHURIDAR MATERIALS, LEGGINGS, KURTIS,

TUNIC, JEANS, TOPS, READYMADES....

Nirmala Centre, Opp. Latha Theatre, Muvattupuzha
Ph: 8281312.1 36, 9495662334

15 2S, 17,14 m/C, NON A/Cl: :tOTTANIKKARA, PERUVA, MUVATTUPUZHA
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WHERE YOU ARE A STAR
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Giving is a mother like quality.

Mothers know most about the joy of
giving. lt is said that we all make a living
by what we get, and make a life by what
we give. Service to humanity means

serving our fellow human beings who by
virtue of birth or circumstances do not
have the innate abilities to enjoy life.

Here is the story of a woman who

was travelling alone in the mountains.
She found a precious stone in a stream.
The next day she met another traveller
who was hungry. The woman opened her

bag to share her food. The hungry
traveller saw the precious stone and
asked the woman to give it to him. She
did so without hesitation. The traveller
left, rejoicing in his great fortune. He

knew the stone was worth enough to
give him security f or a life time. But a f ew

days later he came back to return the
stone to the woman. He said to the
woman , I have been thinking. I know

Dimple Abraham
2009-2013 Batch

"Effort only fully releases its reward
after a person refuses to quit."

Napoleon Hill.

how valuable the stone is, but lgive it back in

the hope that you can give me something eve"
more precious, Give me what that enabled i:-
to give me the stone. The woman smilec a':
said " the joy of giving".

Experience the ioy of giving. The art
of living is in the art of giving, Art of giving
is in the heart of giving.
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Words that need to be spoken should not be inside.

The hurt, pain or jealousy a person.fbels cannot hide.

Sorrow and anger canbe andwill be suppressed.

But this only leads to a personfeeling depressed.

Anger is a deadly toxin inwhich the bodyflows.

l(hen it takes over limb by limb, evetyone knows.

The body-The mind controls and manipulates.

As the poison enters theveins and circulates.

Wenthepoisonreaches the heart, it's too late.

Disastrous emotions take over, such as revenge andhate.

The antidote to cure these emotions is not so hard tofind'

We must search to learn to control our
spirited bodies and mincls.
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Th" G"rron Therapy is a natural treatment that activates

the body's extraordinary ability to heal itself through an organic,
vegetarian diet, raw juices, coffee enemas and natural
supplements.

With its whole-body approach to healing, the Gerson

Therapy naturally reactivates your body's magnificent abilityto heal

itself - with no damaging side effects. This powerful, natural

treatment boosts the body's own immune system to heal cancer.

arthritis, heart disease, allergies, and many other degenerative

diseases. Dr. Max Gerson developed the Gerson Therapy in the
1930s, initially as a treatment for his own debilitating migraines

and eventually as a treatment for degenerative diseases such as

skin tuberculosis, diabetes and, mostfamously, cancer.

The Gerson Therapy's all-encompassing nature sets it apai
from most other treatment methods. The Gerson Therap.

effectively treats a wide range of different qilments because :
restores the body's incredible ability to heal itself. Rather tha-
treating only the symptoms of a particular disease, the Gersc,-

Therapy treats the causes of most degenerative diseases: toxic :'
and nutritional deficiency.

An abundance of nutrients from copious amounts of fre;,-

organic juices are consumed every day, providing your body w':- .
super-dose of enzymes, minerals and nutrients. These substa':=
then break down diseased tissue in the body, while coffee ene-,=
aid in eliminatingtoxinsfrom the liver.

Throughout our lives our bodies are being filled w :- e

variety of carcinogens and toxic pollutants. These toxins reac' .s
through the air we breathe, the food we eat, the medicines we'--
and the water we drink. The Gerson Therapy's inte':'€
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detoxification regimen eliminates these
toxins from the body, so that true
healing can begin.

How the Gerson TherapyWorks

rhe Gerson Therapy
regenerates the body to health,
supporting each important metabolic
requirement by flooding the body with
nutrients from about 1,5- 20 pounds of
organically grown fruits and vegetables
daily. Most is used to make fresh raw
juice, up to one glass every hour, up to
13 times per day. Raw and cooked solid
foods are generously consumed.
Oxygenation is usually more than
doubled, as oxygen deficiency in the
clood contributes to many
degenerative diseases. The metabolism
s also stimulated through the addition
:f thyroid, potassium and other
supplements, and by avoiding heavy
:nimal fats, excess protein, sodium and
:t h er toxi ns.

Degenerative diseases render
:^e body increasingly unable to excrete
,,, aste materials adequately, commonly
':sulting in liver and kidney failure. The
lerson Therapy uses intensive
::toxification to eliminate wastes,
'=3enerate the livel reactivate the
- Tune system and restore the body's
.,.ential defenses - enzyme, mineral
, - : hormone systems. With generous,

= r-q uality nutrition, increased oxygen
,.:ilability, detoxification, and
-:roved metabolism, the cells - and
- = body - can regenerate, become

' . . :hy and preventfuture illness.

.tng

Fresh pressed juice from raw
:s provides the easiest and most
:: ve way of providing high quality
' : on. By juicing, patients can take in
- Jtrients and enzymes from nearly
::unds of produce every day, in a
- -:r that is easy to digest and

Every day, a typical patient on the
Gerson Therapy for cancer
consumes up to thirteen glasses
of fresh, raw carrotfapple and
green-leaf juices. These juices

are prepared hourly from fresh,
raw, organic fruits and
vegetables, using a two-step
juicer or a masticating juicer used
with a separate hydraulic press.

The Gerson Diet

The Gerson diet is entirely
organic and vegetarian. The diet
is naturally high in vitamins,
minerals, enzymes, micro-
nutrients, and extremely low in
sodium, fats, and proteins. The
following is a typical daily diet for
a Gerson patient on the full
therapy regimen:

Thirteen glasses of fresh,
raw carrot/apple and
green-leaf juices prepared
hourly from fresh, organic
fruits and vegetables.

Three full vegetarian meals,

freshly prepared from
organically grown fruits,
vegetables and whole
grains. A typical meal will
include salad, cooked
vegetables, baked

potatoes, Hippocrates soup
and juice.

o Fresh fruit and fresh fruit
available at all hours for
snacking, in addition to the
regular diet.

Supplements

All medications used in
connection with the Gerson

Therapy are classed as

biologicals, materials of
organic origin that are
supplied in therapeutic
amounts.

Potassium compound

Lugol's solution

o Vitamin B-12

I Thyroid hormone

. Pancreatic Enzymes

Detoxilication

Coffee enemas are the
primary method of detoxification o'
the tissues and blood on the Gersc-
Therapy. Cancer patients or:-.
Gerson Therapy may take .:c it :
coffee enemas per dav.
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A bond without an end

A rope without a knot

An ear uJhere secrets are told

And things uthich cannot be sold.

A tree with flouters and fruits
A plant u,ith all its roots

A ladder uthic$ reaches the skg

To whom tlou eaw,,:

A bout u,ith an arrou,

A club of ioA and sorroo

rtlembers of it are called frial$g
I sag it neder ends.

A star uthich twinkles hriqhi, "":":l::,

A moon uthich shines all night

A ship uhich does not sink

It's the bond of

Jithu P.Raju
2009-2013 Batch
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A month before the exams
Your face winces in pain
Oh! God just great
I've got to start studying again
So much work, so little play.

Ithink my hairs going grey
The class passes by
All too quick
Revision has begun
But why don't you feel at ease?
When all of its done.

The exam time-table is out
Your face clouds in gloom
You watch your pals chat
While you are trying your best,
To gather up your brain cells
Your last day of rest

You study the entire day till you are sure.
You have cracked your head
The only comfort its 12 'o'clock.
You drag yourself to bed
Next day you creep in to the exam hall
You gallop through the paper fast
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Let's have a talk
Drink bacteria; be healthy

ren't you familiar with the names of health drinks like

boost , bournvita etc.?? ln addition to this , you wlll
come across another name "probiotics" . Don't be

wonder struck. lt's a reality. Probiotics is a treatment in which
one is given a 'drink' containing ' friendly bacteria' in order to
help useful bacteria in their fight against their harmful
brethren.

Scientists have found that drinks containing
"friendly bacteria" (probiotics ) can cut the length of common
cold by nearly a quarter They have also found that
symptoms such as headaches , coughing and sneezing
were reduced among those who regularly took a supplement
of bacteria that help the gut digest food and is thought to

boost the immune system . The health benefits of friendly
bacteria first came to attention of the general public in 1 980 ,

when Dr. Elie Metchnikoff ( a Russian biologist working in the
Pasteur lnstitute )wrote a book " The Prolongation of Life".

Research has suggested that probiotic bacteria can increase
the absorption of minerals and vitamins , and improve
digestion, especially of milk products, improve our immune
system by producing antimicrobial substances
(bacteriocins) that deter various pathogens; increase
absorption of calcium ; produce B Vitamins , support healthy
liver functions ; normalize bowel elimination problems and
promote regularity and prevent intestinal infections.

6B
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Fu$,,
DEFINITIONS

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

CLASSIC

DICTIONARY
CIGARETTE

TEARS

DOCTOR

NURSE

POLITICIAN

SMILE

CONFERENCE

I O. COMPROMISE

1 I. COLLEGE

12. ETC

I 3. SECRET

14, EXAMINATION

I5. HEART BEAT

i5. LICENSE

A book which people proise but do not reod.
Ploce where divorce comes before morrioge.
Pinch of iobocco rolled in o poper with fire ot one
end ond o fool oi other end.
The hydroulic force by which mosculine with
power is defeoted bythe feminine woter power.
A person who kills your ills by pills ond kills you
wirh his bills.
A lodywho loves ond cores you till hershift end.
One who shokes your hond before election ond
confidence ofter.
A curse thot con set o lot of things.
The confusion of one mon multiplied by ihe
number of preseni.
The ort of directing the coke in such o woy thot,
everybody believes he gotthe biggest piece.
A ploce where you con relox your sternous hostel
life.
A sign to moke others believe thot you know more
thon you octuollydo.
Ropidly spreoding news.
Gives you on opportunity to soy,,l will do it next
time"
Proof to soy lhot you ore reoding this.
Gives you permission to breok the lone.
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oods, says the experts, are
emotions thattend to become fixed,
influencing one's outlook for hours,

days or even weeks. That's great if your mood is a
pleasant one, but a problem if you are sad, anxious,

angry or simply lethargic.
Perhaps the best way to deal with such mood

is to talk things out, sometimes, though, there is no

one to listen. Modern Pharmacology offers abundant
number of anti-depressants and anti-anxiety drugs.
However, in the moments of bad moods, try one of
these antidote instead of rushing to the chemist.
Because, what people don't realize is that scientist
have discovered the effectiveness of several non

c-Jg approaches to set you free from an unwanted

-ooC These remedies are nottoxic.
Aerobic exercises seem to be the most

e=e:: ,'e cure for a bad mood. Aerobic exercises such

74

as running, cyclingl wal:ki0g,:gf,

heart beat rate, increase circulation
the body's utilization of oxygen.

"Colour can be a nutrient for the mind as
vitamins are for the body", says a colour psychologist

He suggests to keep away from red to defuse irritability &
anger. Avoid wearing colours that make you feel down

or depressed such as black or dark blue. Such people

should go forwarm, bright and active colours that lighten
your mood. Soft shades of blue have a calming effect

and decreases anxiety & tension.
There is also a scientifically established relation

between food and mood. Malnutritioned teenagers

experience unhappy moods. lnsufficient protein intake
produces a weak feeling; low blood sugar triggers ofi
painful hunger and irritability. Skipping meal can trigger

an emotional outburst or flood of unpleasant feelings tn

teenagers. Growing teenagers may therefore neec
periodic snacks in addition to the "square" meals a day tc

keep their energy levels high and moods positive. To fee
relaxed or sleepy, we need to.take high carbohydrate

and low protein foods an hour before bed time.

People are often depressed when thet'
thoughts are negative and distorted. lf you avoid being

tensed and think positive thoughts, you will find peace or

mind. So you should lift yourself from such disturbing

thoughts and try to spend more time with people yor,

love and those who care for you. 
i

So all you lovely folks out there, its your own lire 
I

you are living, so why let that ugly mood spoil all the fu't 
I

for you, when you definitely can do something about f 
I

Cheer up! Chin up! Try out some of those exercises, pur 
I

on some soothing colours and dig into your favoun:el
health snack or meal and you'll be on the top of the wondl
again; having beaten that ugly mood. Allthe best 

I

b
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1. The six most important words :

"l admit I made a mistake. "

The five most important words :

" You did a great job"

The four most important words :

" What is your opinion?? "

The three most important words :

" lf you please "

The two most important words :

" Thank you "

The most important word:
" We"
The least important word :

" t"

Priya Jose
2009-2013 Batch
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Thinking back into the past,

Listening for those sounds.......
Aching for those words

. r, Thinking about the thrills,
The brush we had with death,
The lust for danger in my dreams,
Reaching for the depth of hell.

Now I find here deep down,
Bloodstained memories of

' ' Your life and death in ecstasy,

Dangerous real and beautiful......

' Once more trying to hold close,
nllthat I had in my life; closer,:: 
To my scarred soul

Looking into myself again, I find you

Buried even deeper than I knew,

Strangled by the hands of fate
Fathomless and deep your eyes stare....

This agony I have to bear,

I have no regrets, but lwish
I could bring you back to life...
Transient memories back to reality...
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ICE CREAM PARLOUR & COFFEE HOUSE

J:
P.O. Junction, Muvattupuzha

Ph: 2837620, Mob: 944787 5107
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utricosmetics is the latest food trend that is
becoming widely popular as a result of
increasing consumer desire to go beyond

raditional beauty solutions. Factors such as rising
:Dnsumer awareness, emergence of spa culture, and
rrCination towards less invasive beauty treatments are
tving future acceleration.

Nutricosmetics are ingestible products that are
bmulated and marketed specifically for beauty
a.rmses.

Nutricosmetics should not be confused with the
hybrids:

Ccmeceuticals
cosmetic products that claim to have medicinal

4 like pharmaceutical benefits.
: anti-aging products, skin whiteners/

toothpastes, tooth-acne aids, whitening
systems, antiperspirants.

or a beverage that provides medical or health
including the prevention and/or treatment of a

n a fashion similarto pharmaceuticalagents.
: cholesterol-lowering,diabetes management
control products.

generally address three specific areas:
@air and prevention,sun protection, Firmness,

Whitening, Slimming

tt.iico$petics
Ms. Manju Maria Mathews

Asst. Professor

Nourishment, Volumizing
Nails- Strengthening

Nutricosmetics are of either pill type or Drinkable type
N utricosmetic ingredients

lngredients such as collagen, lycopene, lutein,
green and white tea, aloe vera and grape seed, all have
been used in products with beauty claims, including
protecting against premature aging and sun damage and
promoting skin firmness.

Age-defying antioxidants such as vitamins A, C
and E, selenium, zinc, polyphenols and lycopene have
also been among the most common antioxidants
employed in functional foods and beverages as well as
dietary supplements. Vitamin C, for example, has a vital
function in the production of collagen in the dermis.

Brands - One of the major recent launches
includes the lycopene-containing supplement lnn6ov
Fermet6, a joint collaboration between food giant Nesfl6
and global personal care player L'Or6al. Lycopene was
initially marketed on the basis of its cancer_fighting
properties; however, it is now promoted as a beauty/skin
health enhancer. lnn6ov Fermet6, designed to be taken
daily, reportedly slows the effects of skin aging.

Collagen, a protein important for healthy hair,
nails and skin that accounts for up to 75% of the body,s
skin, bone and fiuscle tissue, is another popular beauty-
boosting ingredient added to both skin care products and
funCtional food and beverages alike. Collagen_

Retention and growth, Restoration,



supporting food products claim to boost the body's naturdl
production of collagen and promote skin rejuvenation and

radiance

Several products with collagen have been

launched in different markets in recent years, including

Kaiku Colageno yogurt with collagen (Spain, 2008),

Nescaf6 Body Partner3inl Coffee with collagen (Malaysia

and Singapore 2009) and Jelly Collagen Plus from

Maruha Nichiro Corp, a functional cup jelly snack with

added collagen (Japan, 2010).

There are fortified/functional and better-for-you

foods, which, in addition to popular health claims, also
contain a beauty-from-within element. Yili Y-Yoperi

drinking yogurt, a low-fat yogurt fortified with collagen
protein and fai-free Vitagen Collagen Less Sugar drinking
yogurt with probiotics, collagen peptides and vitamin C

,both target women and are just two examples of how
manufacturers are adding value to everyday staple food
items while simultaneously introducing the beauty-from-
within concept. Nivea's Goodbye Cellulite range, is also
notable for its claims in tackling cellulite through the use of
both a nuiricosmetic pill and a cream. The Goodbye
Cellulite capsules and gel both contain L-carnitine, which
is reputed to aid in dissolving fat. Such products seem to
be proving more palatable to consumers who are skeptical
about nutricosmetics because they combine traditional
topical products with less familiar delivery formats.

Ghallenges
Dove Vitalize (dark chocolate enriched with B vitamins)

and Dove Beautiful (including vitamins C and E, biotin and

zinc)chocolate ranges, launched by packaged food giant

Mars in the U.S. in February 2008 was a failure. Despite
significant investment in product promotion, including a
tie-in with New York Fashion Week, and the ample
marketing support of Mars, high hopes failed to
materialize into actual sales and the product was
withdrawn at the end of 2008. U.S. consumers did not buy
inio the concept as a whole because they doubted the
health benefits of chocolate.Another reason for the

reduced acceptance of nutriceuticals is the possible time
delay forthe results.

The introductlon of nutricosmetics is little
problematic due to the lack of a clearly established
regulatory system.

Beauty food manufacturers also face a challenge in
rrCing appropriate retail channels through which to sell
:^e 'croducts.

The challenges for manufacturers will be to
raise awareness and educate consumers as to how

nutricosmetics work and to prove their efficacy. At the

same time, product claims should better explain the

nature of ingredients so as to improve communication

with consumers wanting to understand what they are

ingesting.

Future.

Global Nutricosmetics market is projected to

reach USD 4.24billion bytheend of 2017.Thisisowing
to various factors such as, growing urbanization, growth

in aging population, greater spending power, and the

need to look younger and attractive through natural

methods. Growing awareness about health among

consumers worldwide and emphasis on total wellness

and health is another driving force. Although in the

developing stage, the Nutricosmetics industry is

expected to witness healthy growth in the near future.

Tech nological developments and products i n novation is

contributing significantly to the growth of this market.

Manufacturers are emphasizing on the development of
natural and organic products as they are in great

demand from consumers across the globe.
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There is no one to look at her

She don't know what is to be loved

And she has no one, to give her a kiss

All she knows is that, she is alonel

She talks to no one

She sits on a little corner

Watching the people walking and

Watching the children playing.

She walks through the dark shadow

Begging for grain

For she had not eaten for days

And now her head was going crazy.

Heyl Is there no one to look at her?

She begs and begs until she reaches a lonely road

And she moans and cries like a mad dog

But there is no one to look at her.

She lay on the ground weeping and weepin;

And now......She was no more in the world

But she wore a smile on her face

And her teeth glittered in the moon light.

'All she knows is that she is alone".

; -:1

CHURIDHAR MATERIALS

SAREES & KIDS WEAR

COLLEGH ROAD, MUVATTUPUZHA. TEL: 0485

B6

3200045, MOB: 9447 8724&2
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I.RMALA
The day I stepped into Nirmala

The day I became Nirmalite

I felt a bit strange
Something strange occurred to me

My heart began to change
I became a better Person
My smile grew stillwider
Each time I stepped into camPus

I was welcomed with arms oPen wide

And that made me feel fresh and free

I felt great with the feeling

And softness of this place

I understand completely that

No one could take its place

The world became less important
While my role as a student in this college

Became my greatest thrill

I realize without a doubt that

This college has made me whole

The sweet memories in this college have

Fulfilled my heart and have touched my soul

It has raised my spirit
And has made a difference in my life .

8B
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INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT

DREAVIS
Not Everybody Dreams in Color

Afull 12% of sighted people dream exclusively in black

and white. The remaining number dream in full color.

Studies from 1915 through to the 1950s maintained
that the majority of dreams were in black and white,
but these results began to change in the 1960s. Today

only 4.4% of the dreams of under-25 year-olds are in

black and white. Recent research has suggested that
those changing results may be linked to the switch
from black-and-white film and TV to color media.

Dreams are Symbolic

lf you dream about some particular subject it is not
often that the dream is about that. Dreams speak in a

deeply symbolic language. Whatever symbol your

dream picks on it is most unlikely to be a symbol for
itself.

Emotions

The most common emotion experienced in dreams is

anxiety. Nqgative emotions are more common than
positive ones.

5.1.

Anjana Sasi

2009-2013 Batch

You Forget 90% of Your Dreams

Within 5 minutes of waking half of your dream is

forgotten. Withln 10,gOYo is gone.

Blind People also Dream

People who became blind after birth can see images

in their dreams. People who are born blind do not
see any images, but have dreams equally vivid
involving their other senses of sound, smell, touch
and emotion.

Everybody Dreams

Every human being dreams (except in cases of extreme
psychological disorder). lf you think you are not
drea ming -you just forget your dreams.

4. ln Our Dreams We Only See Faces That We already
Know

Our mind is not inventing faces - in our dreams we see 
7.

real faces of real people that we have seen during our
life but may not know or remember. We have all seen

hundreds of thousands of faces throughout our lives,

so we have an endless supply of characters for our brain

to utilize during our dreams.
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Body Paralysis

Rapid eye movement (REM) steep is o normol stoge of
sleep charocterized by rapid movements of the eyes.
REM sleep in odult humans typicatty occupies 20_25%
of totol sleep, obout 90-120 minutes of o night,s sleep.
During REM sleep the body is paralyzed by a
mechanism in the brain in order to prevent the
movements which occur in the dream from causing the
physical body to move. However, it is possible for this
mechanism to be triggered before, during, or after
normalsleep while the brain awakens.
Dream lncorporation

Our mind interprets the external stimuli that our
senses are bombarded with when we are asleep and
make them a part of ourdreams. This means that
sometimes in our dreams we hear a sound from reality
and incorporate it in a way. For example you may be
dreaming that you are in a concert while your brother is
playing a guitar during your sleep.
Men and Women Dream Differently
Men tend to dream more about other men. Around
70% of the characters in a man,s dream are other men.
On the other hand, a woman,s dream contains almost
an equal number of men and women. Aside from that,
men generaily have more aggressive emotions in their
dreams than the female lot.
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You can have four to seven dreams in one night.
On average you can dream anywhere from one or two
hours every night.

Animals DreamToo

Studies have been done on many different animals, and
they all show the same brain waves during dreaming
sleep as humans. Watch a dog sleeping som-etime. The
paws move like they are running and they make yipping
sounds as if theyare chasingsomething ina dream.

{*.w
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Sister Concern

Nehru Park, Muvattupuzha
Ph: 2811862, Mob: 9d6i 55Sl 61

PO. Junction, Muvattupuzha
Ph: 2832780, Mob: 9447815101

lppl. lTr, P.O. Junction, Muvattupuzha
Ph: 2832780, Mob: 9946481 038
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product range is insulated from the vagaries of the
economic situation since antibiotic is used only in

specific cases / situations. Among the different
antibiotic ranges available, cephalosporin is a group
where there is much of research happening and was
deemed to be the product range for future.

Now the point to be answered trickles down to
'why in Kerala' when there are lot of adverse factors
affecting the survival of industries in Kerala... as you

are aware, Pharma lndustry requires a clean
environment for its smooth operations and our
pristine villages offers the ideal environment for the
same. Kerala's militant trade unions always had

bought a bad name for the state,' nationally and

internationally, but my personal experience of
managing an industry for a decade has given me
different perspectives and insights in the subject and
was confident that if we can strike the right chord
with the people, nothing will be impossible. Why
specifically Kozhuvanal ? - Our family had its roots -
my father and my great grandfather were from
Kozh uva na I and my father is the fi rst doctor from th is

village. Naturally we had a special attachment with
this place wherein everyone is known to us.

Kerala's pharmaceutical market is touted to
be in the range of 1300 - 1500 Crores per month.
99% of this market is conquered by the other state

noj Joseph
. ln Kerdla there were no well-established

pho r m o ce utica I i n d ustrie s w he n yo u stq rte d yo u r
firm. Even then, you had shown q greqt couroge
to stort an industry. Which are the factors that
attrqcted you to choose Kerola to stqrt qn

industry?
My family had a pharmaceutical

manufacturing unit from 1983. lt was a very small unit
and was totally a manually operated one. We were
manufacturing LVPs and SVPs and were supplying to
various states - Kerala, Tamilnadu and Goa. I got
associated with the industry in 1989 and after running
the industry for 8-9 years, we strongly felt the need to
increase the product basket / branch out to new
markets / upgrade technologically to stay in the
market and survive. Also, lndian Pharma industry was
going through a process of technological upgradation
with the introduction of concepts such as schedule
'M', GMP, GLB GDP etc. So to sustain and develop the
business, we decided to put up a new manufacturing
plant which would take care of the requirement of the
people &industry for the next decade. ln our search
spanning a period of a couple of years, we visited a lot
of pharmaceutical industries scattered all over lndia
to update ourselves on the new manufacturing
technologies and to familiarize with the current
market requirements. ln our search for the product
range, we zeroed in on the antibiotic range since this



companies and we, the people of Kerala couldn,t do
anything to make inroads in this segment. Our venture
was a fight against this and even after 5_7 years of
operation with the unit, we are finding it difficult even
now to crack the Kerala market. Attitude of all involved
- doctors, paramedics and the patients have to changefor good and should feel confident in the products
:anufactured in the state rather than havingablind
beliefs on products from other states.
; Whot obout the attitudes and responses from

government ond other authorities towards the
pharmoceutical industries. ls it favorobte for o
p ha rm a ce utica I e ntrepre neu r?

The government is either neutral or antagonistic. you
won't get a word of support or an action which will take
you to a comfort zone. There is nothing big for any
industry in Kerala and same applies to pharmaceutical
industry as well.

ln Kerala, people are more bothered about others
rather than themselves and hence any activity taken by

anyone will be highly scrutinized and subjected to lot of
discussions and arguments. ln the modern sociological
studies about the people of kerala _ their attitudes /
responses etc, sociologists have come up with lot of
theories and explanations for the psychology of people
of Kerala. Hence the responses from the government will
also be on the same lines and you can,t expect them to be
different since it is a govt. for the people, by the people
and of the people....
t According to you, whqt witt be the future of the

pharmaceuticol industrial sector in Kerdlo?
We, the pharmaceutical manufacturers, should open

our eyes, start visiting and experiencing other markets.
Based on theseexperiences, they should come up with
ideas, projects to cater the requirements of the markets
which will bring them definite success. Still we try to
remain in our own cocoon, and so nothing will change us
and things will remain like this forever....

Dr. Shoba John MBBS, MD
Amrutha itute of Medical Science
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Ms.Samantha Surajith
Operation Scientist
Quintiles Technologies
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What is a nutraceutical? This word-with ,,nt)tra,,

derived from nutrition and"ceutical,, from
pharmaceutical-refers to substances that may be
considered as a food or part of a food and may
provide medical and health benefits.

NUTRACEUTICALS

Nutrltional
$upplements Pharmaceuticals

INTRODUCTION

Using food products to promote health and cure
disease is nothing new. Some common drugs used
today are based on plants used in the distant past.
Aspirin and other fever and pain relievers rely on
chemicals similar to those found in willow bark.
Opium, from poppies, is the basis of the potent pain
reliever morphine. Many countries, such as lndia,
China, and Tibet, have a long tradition of relying on
herbs and other plant products (botanicals) for
treating health problems. ln the United States,
nutraceuticals are considered part of the field of
complementary and alternative medicine-
substances or treatments that can be used along

with, or instead of, the usual medical approach. There
are basically two types of nutraceuticals: dietary
supplements and functional foods.

By Definition
Several terms need to be defined in order to gain an
u ndersta nding of nutraceuticals.
Nutrient: As defined by AAFCO (1996), ,,a feed
constituent in a form and at a level that will help
supportthe life of an animal." The chief classes of feed
nutrients are proteins, fats, carbohydrates, minerals
and vitamins.
Feed: As defined by AAFCO (1996), "edible materials
which are consumed by animals and contribute
energy and/or nutrients to the animal's diet
Food:As defined by the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
(1968), "an article that provides taste, aroma or
nutritive value. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

considers food as'generally recognized as safe,
(GRAS)."

Drug: As defined by AAFCO (1996), "a substance
intended for use in the diagnosis, cure, mitigation,
treatment or prevention of disease in man or other
animals. A substance other than food intended to
affect the structure or any function of the body of man
or other animals."
Dietary Supplement: As defined by the Dietary
Supplernent Health and Education Act (DSHEA, 1994),
"a product that contains one or more of the following



dietary ingredients: vitamin, mineral, herb, or other
botanical, and amino acid (protein). lncludes any
possible component of the diet as well as concentrates,
constituents,extracts or metabolites of these
compounds."
Nutraceutical: As commonly defined by the dietary
supplement industry, ,,any nontoxic food component
that has scientifically proven health benefits, including
d isease treatment a nd prevention.,,
Veterinary Nutraceutical: As defined by the newly
created North American
Veterinarian Nutraceutical Council, lnc. (NAVNC), ,,a

substance which is produced in a purified or extracted
form and administered orally to patients to provide
agents required for normal body structure and function
and administered with the intent of improving the
health and well-being of animals.,,
Food or Drug
Using the above definitions, it is still difficult to
determine what is and what isn't a nutraceutical. Are
nutraceuticals considered food or feeds? According to
definition, a feed is an edible substance that
contributes energy or nutrients to an animal,s diet.
Feeds can make claims only about the nutrients they
contain and the scientific functions of those nutrients.
Both of the definitions presented in this paper for
nutraceuticals either include the word ,,food" or state
they are "required for normal body structure and
function." A potential difference between a feed and a
nutraceutical is that a nutraceutical is unlikely to have
an established nutritive value (Boothe, 1997). Feeds
are required to have nutritive value and are

accountable, via labeling, for these nalues. Andrer
difference between a feed (food) and a nutraceutizl is
that feed is generally recognized as safe (CRAS)-
Nutraceuticals may contain substances that are
"natural" but may not be generally recognized as safe.
The other component of our definition of nutraceutical
includes the statements ,,for disease treatment and
prevention" and %dministered with the intent of
improvingthe health and well-being of animals.,, When a
dietary supplement,nutraceutical or other feed is
intended to be used for the treatment or prevention of
disease, in essence it ,,becomes,, 

a drug (Dzanis, 199g).
Drugs are subject to an approval process prior to
marketing. To be approved, a drug must demonstrate
safety and efficacy for its intended use (Dzanis, 1g9g).
Drugs that are not properly approved are subject to
regulatory action. Nutraceuticals are not drugs simply
because they have not gone through an approval
process (Boothe, 1.997). From this discussion, it seems
nutraceuticals fall somewhere in between food and
drug. They have many advantages over either food or
drug since they are not required to list nutrient profiles
as required by feeds, and in many cases are intended tc
treat or prevent disease without first undergoing prope,
drug approval. Determining if a product is a food, or s

subject to regulation as a drug, is a function of the
manufacturer's claims that establish intent. Boothe
(1,997) cites the example of vitamin E. When vitamin E is
added to the diet as an essential nutrient it is considereo
a feed component. However, when vitamin E is claimeo
to treat or prevent azoturia (tying_up) in horses, it ls a

drug.

CLASSI FICATION OF N UTRACE UTICALS
Regarding the promise of nutraceuticals, they should be
considered in two ways:
. Potentialnutraceuticals
I Establishednutraceuticals

A potential nutraceutical is one that holds a promise c. .
particular health or medical benefit; such a poter: :
nutraceutical only becomes an estabtished one 2-.:-
there are sufficient clinical data to demonstrate s_:- :
benefit.
Thefood products used as nutraceutical are ca:e=:- :=:
as:

Probiotic
Prebiotic
Dietary fiber
Omega 3 fatty acid
Antioxidant
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Regulations
The primary set of rules governing the human
nutraceutical market is the Dietary Supplement Health
and Education Act (DSHEA) passed in 1994. This act does
not permit FDA to consider a new product a "drug" or
"food additive" if it falls under the definition of a "dietary
supplement," which includes among other substances
any possible component of the diet as well as

concentrates, constituents, extracts or metabolites of
these components (Dzanls, 1"998). This gives human
nutraceutical manufacturers a wide range of substances
that may be able to satisfy these requirements. The other
major component of this act shifts the burden of safety.

The FDA now has to prove a substance is unsafe rather
than the manufacturer proving the substance safe
(Dzanis, 1998). The DSHEA rules do not apply to
nutraceuticals intended for animals. ln a nutshell, the
federal government has cited differences in metabolism
of substances between humans and animals and
potential safety issues with nutraceuticals used in food
producing animals as reasons to exclude animals from
provisions of the DSHEA. Therefore, expressed or implied
claims relating use of a product with the treatment or
prevention of disease, or with an effect on the structure
or function of the body in a manner distinct from what
would be normally ascribed to "food" (e.g. that it does
something other than provide known essential
nutrients), could cause a product to be subject to
regulation as an unapproved "drug" (Dzanis, 1998).

Safetyand Efficacy
Many nutraceuticals are being used as alternatives for
both nutrition and medicine. A substantial number of
these products make illegal drug claims without
regulation and proper data to support their safety and
efficacy. As such, consumers need assurance that a

product is safe and hopefully able to do what it say it does.

Above anything else, nutraceuticals should be safe. Stock

should not betaken in the old adages "if a little isgood, a

lot is better" ar "it can't hurt." Nutraceuticals, Iike many
substances, may cause'problems due to direct toxic
effects, or by delay of more appropriate treatment
(Dzanis, 1998). Safety of a nutraceutical product is often
easier to establish than efficacy. Studies that test doses

of nutraceutical several fold greater than the intended
(recommended) dose help to establish toxicity data.
These studies must test animal reaction to the product
both short- and long-term. Finally, a lack of reported
toxicity problems with any nutraceutical should not be

interpreted as evidence ofsafety (Boothe, 1998).

Does the nutraceutical do what it says it can do? Is the
product effective?
Evidence of efficacy is generally provided by studies that
document the pharmaceutical, pharmacokinetic, and
pharmacodynamic characteristics of a compound
(Boothe, 1998).

Pharmaceutical data are an evaluation of
quality of manufacturing, purity of product and

accuracy of labeling.
Pharmacokinetic dataconsists of tracking the

compound through the animal's body. lt also answers
questions about absorption, tissue distribution,
metabolism and excretion.
Pharmacodynamic evaluation describes how the animal
responds to the compound.This step is the most difficult
to define for nutraceuticals since most of these
compounds are involved in a cascade of different
reactions throughout the body.

Since the market for nutraceuticals is booming,
many products are available that have not been tested
for either safety or efficacy. A simple test of a quality
nutraceutical product may be to ask for research data
(peer reviewed and published) which support the
product. This will go a long way in limiting quackery and

the ever present danger of parting you from your
money.



MARKET TRENDS OF NUTRACEUTICATS
The nutraceuticar industry's three main segments incrude functionarfoods, dietary supprements, and herbar or naturar products. Nutrition Businessiournal (NHJ) identified and sgo birion nutraceuticars marker in 1995 byconsidering naturar and organic foods (s6.2birion),functionar foods(g13.4birion),certain lesser-evir foods with reduced or no unhearthy ingredients(s23biilion),dietary supprements (sg.sbittionl and serected market standardfoodslS29-sbil)on) A)D) )>as )>e6zz -GC.+.a€ ftqc.dceqc(cd(5 (n.,uscry growtn. rnemost rapidly growing segments of the industry were dietary supplements andnatural or herbal products.
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FUTURE OF NUTRACEUTTCATS

lncreasing awareness revers about fitness and hearth,spurred by mediacoverage are prompting the majority of people to lived healthier life styles,
exercises more and eat healthy. The expanding nutraceutical market indicates that
end users are seeking minimally processed food with extra nutritional benefits andorganoleptic value. This deveropment, in turn, is propeiling expansion in thenutraceutical markets grobaily. The emerging nutraceuticars industry seems
destined to occupy the randscape in the new miilennium. rts tremendous growthhas implications for the food, pharmaceuticar, hearthcare and agricurturar
industries.

ln tomorrow's market, the most successful nutraceutical players are likely
to be those companies in which functional product are just a part of a broad line ofgoods satisfying both conventional and health value poini, Future demand ofnutraceutical depends on consumer perception of the relationship nut*.un liut
and diseases' Long term clinical studies are required to scientifically validate thenutraceutical in various medical conditions. The interaction of nutraceutical with
food and drug is another area, it shourd be taken into considerrai",.,.
coNctustoN

It becomes bratantry crear from the brief summaries above that product
testing in the horse is sparse for the number of nutraceuticals available on thernarket. since efficacy and safety testing are not required in order to market aproduct (as long as the product does not have medicinar or performance
enhancing claims on the label or in the literature), it is difficult to say whether thetesting will ever be done. certainry, if testing ever became required for

.|.3:,:i:::,i:als, the resutting increase in price of the products may make them
.:prohibitivetv expensive. e".]rr" olii. ir.i rilrr,;;J r"r;;"r:';1j[ir: ;::I

owners themselves become the researchers and their beloved horses the subjects
in their own fact finding missions on the truth and efficacy of the nutraceutica r
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The terrific visuals of female fetus
floating in a lake of Udaipur, Rajasthan raises
goose bumps. lt remained one about the
touching autobiographical sentiments of an
unborn baby ,,the anesthetist is getting
ready to give you the b/essed iti"f ,f
oblivion. Before you go away pause for amoment and say good bye. Mother,
dearest mothe4 my own mother may God
btess you and care for you atwaysl is t
am- now ready for my journey back toinfinity, my mother may you forgive
yourself for not knowing what you iave
destroyed.,,

We almost accept that human life in all
forms is sacred, for some of us this is a matter
of religious faith, forothers of secular Uut Oelpphilosophical faith. The essence oi 

-"ff
religious and legal philosophies is tfrat every
human being have infinite importance, in att
its forms.

Every government has the right and
duty to protect the lives of all human 6"irq inthat nation regardless of O"gree 'ot
dependency, degree of perfection, ug"u, 

"L* 
o,place of residence ( living in or o"ut'oiine

womb).

An alteration to this is a discrimination

against certain classes of living humans on the basis of age (too young) and the place of residence (still living in tfre wom61. 
.

The claim about the human worth and inherent dignity isthe corner stone of lnternational Law of Human Rights. Thepermeable of the universal declaration of Huma"n Rights(1948) speaks ,,the inherent dignity of alt members of thehuman family and the dignity anOIne wortn of f,rr"n person.,,
We know that human fetus also have this inherent dignityand worth' Because it is biorogicary proved that rife starts in thewomb and nothing has been aOOeO to a fetus except oxygenand nutrition. rt is difficurt to draw a oounoary rine betweenhuman fetus and human life on the basis of any facts.Therefore the internationar kiring oranyhuman fetus is moraryforbidden actually it amounts th" tiaOitityof f,omicide.
Moreover 'human' means one of the biological beingswho belong to the species Homo sapiens. Such beings areunique from all other beings in that we have 46 chromosomes

in every cell. The ingredienls crearryfurfiiled in a human fetus
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Wg are indeed living in a busy

world. ln this world of corruption , we don't
even have the time to look at others with an

inner eye. ln such a case, the need for
tolerance seems significant. AsArthur Helps
puts it, ' Tolerance is the only rest test of the
civilization'. Tolerance is the capacity for
alluring or respecting the belief or behaviour
of others when these differ from our own. lt
helps us to adjust relationships with each
other and work together for a common
purpose. Overall it seems to be a motherly
characteristic. Tolerance is an essential
factor for all the areas of community life.

Since values of life must be inculcated from

the family, tolerance must begin at home. A
child growing up in a good environment can
succeed in life. ln a well adjusted family,

there would be tolerance among parents

and children. lndia is a secularcountrywhich
shelters all the religions of the world.
Religious tolerance is the backbone of a
cultured and civilized society. As Swami
Vivekananda said," l am proud to belong to a

nation which has sheltered the persecuted

and the refugees of all the religions and all

nations of earth". Yes, religious tolerance is a key factor for
achieving global peace. We should realise that all religions

though they have different beliefs and practises ultimately
r' leads to God.

The religious authorities need to take an extra case

not to provoke the other religions. Today the world is strucK

with violence. lt has been a witness to clashes and violence all

around. Violence, terrorism and fanaticism have caused

untold miseries to innocent people who have become victims.

Citizens go on striking, but their demands are not met. These

are all due to intolerance existing between government and

citizens. We should accept the fact that all men make

mistakes. One should find out his own fault before turning to

others. But admitting all these problems , we should not think

that the world is going to end or so. Tolerance can be cultivated

through respecting religious beliefs and behaviours of others.

We should live in harmony with each other. We should also

respect good attitudes and values of others. We need not

despair.As every cloud has a silver lining, every problem has a

solution. We are at crossroads and don't know which turn to

take since we are covered in darkness. But no doubt, this

darkness will fade, as the yonder horizons are lit with the

surging colors of the glorious dawn. Then, we will begin our
journey again trekking towards our destination.
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LAUGHING GAS

An aching tooth is never funny. But
dentist who yanks it out may well first put you
to sleep with a few whiffs of nitrous oxide,

commonly known as laughing gas.

Nitrous oxide NrO is a colorless gas,
almost odorless. lt was discovered in 1772 by
English Scientist and Clergyman Joseph priesfly.
He made NrO by heating ammonium nitrate in the
presence of iron fillings and then passing the gas
that came off (NO) through water to remove toxic
byproducts.

The reaction he observed was:
2 NO + H,O + Fe -) N,O + Fe (OH),

N=N+O-\+ N =N-=O
Following priesfly' s discovery, Humphry

Davy experimented with physiological properties
of the gas such as its effects upon respiration. He
administered the gas to visitors. Amusing effects
were watched on peoples who inhaled it and
coined the term " laughing gas,, . He noticed that
nitrous oxide capable of destroying pain, when
used in surgical operations in which no great
effution of blood takes place.

6)
rh

Melody Grace
2009-2013 Batch

Nitrous oxide is a dissociative anesthetic
which is an NMDA antagonist's at anasthetically
relevant concentrations, inhibits both ionic
currents and exicitotoxic neuro degeneration
mediated through NMDA receptors, butthe actual
mechanism is still unknown. However, it,s been
observed that NrO depresses all forms of
sensation- especially hearing, touch and pain and
seems to disinhibit some emotional centers in
brain.

So nitrous oxide is known as laughing gas
due to the euphoric effects of inhaling it, a
property that has led to its recreational use as a
dissociative anaesthetic.
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Systerns
Ground Floor,

Municipol Poy-word Shopping Complex,
Arckuzho Roqd, P.O.Junction,

Muvotlupuzho, Kerolo, Pin: 686 661

Mob: 9446565900, 9 89 5346629,9 I 4 632 6 632

suppont@wetechsysterns . com
j ijes h@wetechsystsems . corr')

Ph: 0485 283?747
www.wetechsystems . com

AII types of desktop
laptop tablet computer accessories & service
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BSNL DSA & Asianet DSA
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CHURIDAR MATERIALS, LEGGINGS, KURTIS,

TUNIG, JEANS, TOPS, READYMADES....

Nirmala Centre, Opp. Latha Thealre, Muvattupuzha

Ph: 82813121 36, 9495662334
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PINXAPPTE AGENCIES

Vazhakulam, Ernakulam Dist. Kerala

Ph: 0485 226OL03, 2261225,994652 I 888

& git? house
Keepadas aluminium company
New bazar, Muvattupuzha, Kerala, lndia
e-mail : keepadas@ gmail.com
Mob:9t147105310
Ph:0485 2836270
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Rev. Fr. Jose Pothoor

Fr. Mathews Nanthalam

Mr. SebyThomas

Praveen Kurian

Aghil M.Joy

DonTonyJoy

GeoThodupuzha

Palam Salim

Mr. BabuMurickan

Mr. Saloosh, Babu Chettan,

Jithin K. Mathew, Jithu P Raju, Habeeb Rahman, Alwin Tom,
Seno Sunny, JunaThomas

Arya Raveendran, Ajmi K.A., Athira Jose, Dona Jose, Geena Mathai,
Geethu Grace, Reshma Jolly, Pretty p.J., Dimple Abraham.
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Adooparambu, Muvattupuzha,

Ernakulam, Kerala - 686 661.

Ph: 0485 283'1715 . l<
www.hal-elcorporation.com -[ t
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